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The Holidays are fast approaching. Thanksgiving has come and gone
alreadywith everything else to follow inDecember just rushing towards
us!

We have been planning a special treat for the holiday season and we
know that you are gonna love it!

Weare pleased to announce ourDecembermeetingwill be held at
the Apple Store in Bridgewater. Itʼs been 6 years since our last visit
there in February ʼ09. The meeting starts EARLY.

Apple will open the store EARLY especially for us - 8am! Yes, 8am
is when the meeting will start. They are excited about hosting our
meeting and will make us comfortable so EARLY in the morning. FYI
- the Starbucks store in the mall opens at 7:30am. Thatʼs where youʼll
find me!

What will we do? At MACNJ, we covered the basics of El Capitan
recently. The Apple experts will dig deeper into El Capitan providing
many tips and tricks. Theyʼll also demo the iPad Pro! We want to get
“hands-on”with it. Thiswill be themain event. Wemay seemore about
the newAppleTV too. Finally, you canmake up your shopping list. The
meeting will end about 9:30am. Back to Starbucks?

Wehope to see you all there - 8am to 9:30, Bridgewater Commons
Mall, Bridgewater, NJ - all are invited. Please arrive on time!

( Driving directions on the next page)
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Weʼve included more detailed instructions on the best mall entrance to use.

From Newark, NJ
From the airport, take Route 78 West for approximately 28 miles to Route 287
South. Take exit 17 to Route 202/206 South. Take first exit on right for Commons
Way. Turn left at end of exit. Turn right at the second light to enter the complex.

From Princeton or Trenton, NJ
Travel on Route 206 to the Somerville Circle. Take the second branch off the
circle and continue on Route 206 North. Take the third exit for Commons Way.
Turn right at the end of the exit. Turn right at the first light to enter the complex.

Turn LEFT onto the outer road. continue past the ramps. Look for the McCormick
& Schmickʼs Restaurant. Park and use the Mall entrance immediately to the left of
the restaurant.You will be on the same level as the Apple Store. Follow the
passage around towards the right as you enter.

How to get there?



Wireless keyboards have several advantages.One is to get
rid of cables snaking between your computer and
peripherals. Another advantage, and the one that made
me look into the field several months ago, was to free up
one of the four USB ports on my Mac mini. With two
external hard drives, an external DVD drive, a ScanSnap
scanner, and a webcam,my devices are always fighting for
port space. (Andyes, I knowI could attach aUSBhub, but
they comewith their own issues.)Butmy experience with
Apple’s original wireless Magic Trackpad was that I was
replacing itsbatteries aboutevery 3–4weeks,with the low-
battery nag starting even before that. The thought of
having one more set of batteries to fuss with was a
showstopper for me.

So I thought, “Wouldn’t it be great if there was a solar-
powered wireless keyboard? That would be perfect!” Sure
enough, a little searching revealed just such a keyboard:
the Logitech Wireless Solar Keyboard K750.

At $59.99, it’s not an entry-level keyboard, though it’s still
quite a bit cheaper than Apple’s new Magic Keyboard.
Regardless, my old wired Apple keyboard (one of the full-
size keyboards encased in clear plastic)was suffering from
sticky keys and showing other signs of aging, so it needed
replacing anyway. But before I clicked the Buy button, I
read some reviews andwas crushed to stumble on the fact
that “wireless” didn’t mean Bluetooth, but rather a
Logitech-proprietary transmissionprotocol that required
aUSB dongle plugged into theMac, defeatingmost ofmy
goal in going wireless!

Downbut not out, Iwent on amission to find aBluetooth
alternative, and I foundwhat seems like aperfect one, sort
of: the LogitechWireless Solar Keyboard K760.When I
found a “marketplace” merchant at Amazon selling it for

$57.48 shipped, I was sold. The only problem? As far as I
can tell from Logitech’s Web site, the K760 isn’t being
made any more, which means that the supply is probably
limited.

Hands on with the K760

Made specifically for the Mac, this keyboard has a look
and feel that makes Apple users feel instantly at home. It
paired seamlessly with my Mac mini. And with Volume,
Mute, Play/Pause, Mission Control, and other familiar
function keys working out of the box, I was impressed
with Logitech’s attention to the needs of the Apple
community.

I also appreciate that it can remain paired with two
additional Bluetooth devices and switch seamlessly
between themvia theF1,F2, andF3 functionkeys. Ipaired
it with my MacBook and my third-generation Apple TV
with no hassle. I also connected it to my iPhone, where it
can also Show/Hide the keyboard (via the Eject key) or
“press Home” via F5.

Given that it’s solar-powered, you might wonder how it
performs in the dark. Thanks to the internal battery that
charges from either daylight or artificial light, the
keyboard has worked fine for me during late nights in the
dark. Online specs and reviews suggest it can run for a
month in complete darkness, whichmakes it too bad that
Logitech didn’t use someof that spare energy to backlight
the keys, as current MacBooks do.

I can’t compare the feel of typing on the K760 to Apple’s
recent keyboards, since the one I replaced was so old, but
it’s fairly similar to my MacBook’s keyboard. In a 2012
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Logitech K760: AWireless Keyboard with No
Strings Attached by Dave Kitabjian
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Macworld review, Dan Frakes commented that he
preferred the K760’s keys to those on Apple’s then-
current keyboards. Acknowledging that how a keyboard
feels is intensely personal, I like the feel of the K760.

My only disappointment is that, unlike its non-Bluetooth
sibling K750, the K760 does not include a numeric
keypad. Why Logitech’s product design team chose to
make the non-Bluetoothmodel include a numeric keypad
and the Bluetooth model leave it out is a head-scratcher
for me, and when I approached Logitech with the
question, they were no help. Regardless, if the numeric
keypad is important and you can spare a USB port for the
wireless dongle, I’d encourage you to consider the K750,
which is both cheaper ($59.48 at Amazon now) and still
listed on Logitech’s site.

A Day Late and a Dollar Short

Of course, Apple just announced a revised lineup of its
keyboard, mouse, and trackpad products with features
that appear to suggest that the company finally realizes
how bad the battery problem is. Unfortunately, Apple’s
solution was to make the battery rechargeable via a
Lightning cable rather than to recharge by solar. So even
though Apple claims the devices will run for at least a
month between charges, you must still add them to your

chore list of battery-powered devices that need to be
cabled and charged. It’s far less trouble than replacing
batteries or fussing with rechargeable batteries, but still
requires more attention and interaction than the K760’s
solar solution.

Considering that Apple’s Magic Keyboard costs $99 and
can’t pair with and switch between multiple devices, I’d
recommend Logitech’s K760 for anyone but those
looking for the precise look and feel of Apple’s products.

Logitech: A Logical Choice

If youwant aMac-friendly keyboard that you’ll never have
to plug in or replace batteries for, check out the Logitech
K760. And if a numeric keypad is a must, you can spare a
USBport, and youhave noneed topair the samekeyboard
with an iPhone, iPad, or other device, give the Logitech
K750atry.They’rebothwireless,withnostringsattached.
Here’s hoping that Logitech releases an updated version
of theK760 soon, because it’d be sad if such a great design
was lost in time.

Keyboard

Unless otherwise noted, this article is copyright © 2015
TidBITS Publishing, Inc.. TidBITS is copyright © 2008
TidBITS Publishing Inc. Reuse governed by this Creative
Commons License: http://tidbits.com/terms/.

As we wonder about new keyboards and even new laptops, have you ever given much thought to theMACNJ website?
Not just who the webmaster is (As long as I can remember, it's beenMike Fordice). No, I mean who hosts the site and
how much does it cost ?

AtMacHighway theyeat, drinkandbreatheMac.They fully supportMacUsergroups, seeking to spread thewordabout
their services. Therefore

MACNJ pays nothing. ZIP.Nada.

Mike Fordice designs and maintains MACNJ's site, but if he did not, you could build a website using their Weebly
SiteBuilder software with no coding required at all. Their fees start at $2.95 permonth.They can help youwith a domain
registration, plan your site, and really get your message across.They are safety and security conscious as well. A unique
feature about their operation is that it is completely powered by wind and even puts power back into the grid as a
renewable resource.

If you are thinking about a website ,are dissatisfied with your current host, or have questions that need to be
addressed, contact the folks at MacHighway and see what you have been missing! (www.machighway.com)
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The Illustrated iTunes License Agreement
by Michael E. Cohen

If you have ever bought anything from the iTunes store, you have surely seen it before— at least the first couple of
paragraphs if you haven’t bothered to scroll down in the dialog: the iTunes Terms and Conditions to which you have
to agree before you can buy anything. It’s not the most gripping prose you’ll ever encounter, but artist R. Sikoryak
nonetheless found it inspiring enough to make it into a graphic novel, “iTunes Terms and Conditions: The Graphic
Novel.” < http://itunestandc.tumblr.com >

Currently comprising (as of this writing) 54 multiple panel pages drawn in the style of a variety of artists that includes
EdwardGorey,Chester (“DickTracy”)Gould,Kate “Hark!AVagrant”)Beaton,Hank (“Dennis theMenace”)Ketcham,
andRubeGoldberg, the terms and conditions appear as the narrative text for an ongoing action adventure story starring
Steve Jobs (among others) in a variety of guises. The story begins at the very bottom of theWeb page, so scroll all the
way to the bottom and start reading to find out what you have agreed to as you attempt to unravel the story behind the
story.

Unless otherwise noted, this article is copyright © 2015 TidBITS
Publishing, Inc.. TidBITS is copyright © 2008 TidBITS Publishing Inc.
Reuse governed by this Creative Commons License: http://tidbits.com/
terms/.

( continues )
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Meeting Notes, November 5, 2015by Hugh Murphy.Jr.President Davis announced that time has come to replace the Club’s aging laptop. The present
laptop, for instance, does not support Airplay. A discussion ensued as to the merits of
refurbished computers vs. new; Stan Menscher had trouble with refurbished equipment while
Dave did not. The old laptop has an 80 GB hard drive and Jim Oszucik has offered to buy it.
Lee Roth wondered if old computers could be used as monitors, but Chod Lang did not think
that was feasible. David will report back to the Club at the next meeting.
Bil Barr presented a video on the new OS El Capitan which is a free upgrade. He recommends
backing up first and then following the prompts to install the system. Its advantages, too
numerous to mention all of them, include improved handling of photos, notebooks, Safari,
transit maps, Spotlight, and Mail. A split screen is available. Numbers now can create tables
from images, and Pages is similar to Numbers and has new templates. They have hapatic
feedback. Excel compatibility has been improved.
Bill remarked that Comcast now has more internet customers than TV customers. Direct TV,
although it uses a satellite dish, requires a modem to get internet service.
Apple TV is in 20 million households and uses Siri for searching.
The meeting concluded with a discussion of the Spotlight function.
Hugh Murphy Jr.
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Notable Software Updates
by TidBITS Staff

OmniOutliner 4.4

The Omni Group has released OmniOutliner 4.4 with the added capability
to select a folder anywhere on your Mac for storing templates. The update
also adds a Documents folder under the Resource Browser’s Recents group,
adds support for row links in HTML and HTML (Dynamic) exports
through the use of anchor tags, shifts the sidebar color to one based on the
document color, converts row links into bookmarks when exporting to
Microsoft Word’s .docx format, and ensures that showing and hiding the
sidebar while in full screen mode no longer causes the outline view to shift
up beyond the top of the screen. ($49.99 new for standard edition (Mac App
Store), $99.99 for Pro edition (Mac App Store), free update, 23.9 MB)

Type2Phone 3.0

Houdah Software has updated Type2Phone to version 3.0 with a new user
interface inspired by iOS 9 and OS X 10.11 El Capitan. The Type2Phone
utility enables you to type on your iOS devices from your Mac via Bluetooth,
and the update adds support for using Return to send texts in iOS 9’s
Messages app (use Option-Return to add a new line), adds Special menu
items for iOS 9 keyboard shortcuts, improves overall support for keyboard
shortcuts, and makes improvements to international keyboard layouts. ($9.99

Mactracker 7.5

Ian Page has released Mactracker 7.5 with detailed information about major
Apple hardware releases from the past couple of months, including iMac models,
the fourth-generation Apple TV, the iPad mini 4, and the iPhone 6s and iPhone
6s Plus. It also covers the most recent updates to Apple operating systems,
including OS X 10.11 El Capitan (and OS X Server 5.0), iOS 9, and watchOS 2. The
popular encyclopedia of Apple products also adds power consumption information
for Mac mini, iMac, and Mac Pro models, updates Support Status for Apple’s
latest Vintage and Obsolete products, and adds the capability to estimate the
current price of certain models in euros, pounds sterling, or U.S. dollars. (Free
from Mactracker Web site or Mac App Store.

( continues )
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DEVONagent Lite, Express, and Pro 3.9.3
DEVONtechnologies has updated all three editions of its DEVONagent
research software (Lite, Express, and Pro) to version 3.9.3, with DEVONagent
Pro receiving the bulk of the changes. All three editions receive updated plug-ins
for Stack Overflow and EUR-Lex, improved VoiceOver support, and removal of
support for Mac OS X 10.7 Lion and earlier. Both the Express and Pro editions
receive added support for App Transport Security, while the Pro edition
improves compatibility with 10.11 El Capitan, including fixing non-appearing
launch and progress panels, Twitter access, and a glitch with the Plugins panel.
(All updates are free. DEVONagent Lite, free; DEVONagent Express, $4.95
new; DEVONagent Pro, $49.95 new.

( continues )

Updates
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Quicken 2015 for Mac 2.8

Intuit has released version 2.8 of Quicken 2015 for Mac with fixes for an issue where
the Last Downloaded filter didn’t display Quicken Connect transactions, for a bug that
caused duplicates after downloading transactions that didn’t match, and for a failure to
add accounts because duplicated accounts were detected. Additionally, the personal
accounting software now requires a minimum of version 2.7 in order to access
Connected Services such as transaction, balance, and quote download due to the
addition of multi-factor authentication (referred to as Secure Login by Intuit).
Intuit has also stopped distributing Quicken 2015 for Mac updates through the Mac
App Store. If you made your purchase through the Mac App Store, you’ll need to
download Quicken Utility, which will install a version of Quicken 2015 for Mac that can
retrieve updates without using the App Store— see this Intuit support page [http://
quicken.intuit.com/support/help/updating-quicken-mac-2015-purchased-from-mac-app-
store/GEN87349.html] for details and a download link. ($74.99 new, free update.

BBEdit 11.1.4
Bare Bones Software has released BBEdit 11.1.4 with rearranged font options in the
Printing preferences for improved clarity. The venerable text editor now has the
FullScreenWindowsHogScreen setting turned on by default, causing “the window
to take up the entire display, irrespective of whether it’s a good idea to do so.” The
update also now includes results windows, disk browsers, and Text Factory
windows when using the Arrange commands on the Window menu, fixes a bug in
which File Path file filter terms did not work correctly, fixes a crash that occurred
sometimes when using Insert Clipping, and fixed a regression in which the
Magnification status bar item did not correctly reflect the document’s
magnification setting. ($49.99, free update, 11.6 MB.

Pages 5.6.1, Numbers 3.6.1, and Keynote 6.6.1 for Mac

Apple has released maintenance updates for its trio of iWork apps for the Mac— Pages 5.6.1, Numbers
3.6.1, and Keynote 6.6.1. The releases fix bugs in Pages and Numbers that prevented Microsoft Office
documents from opening, resolve an issue in Pages that prevented use of Look Up for words in lists, and fix
a problem with Keynote presentations that feature links on master slides. All three also receive the standard
set of undocumented additional bug fixes and stability improvements. ($19.99 new for Pages, 224 MB;
$19.99 new for Numbers, 166 MB; $19.99 new for Keynote, 456 MB; all three require 10.10.4+)

Unless otherwise noted, this article is copyright © 2015 TidBITS Publishing, Inc.. TidBITS
is copyright © 2008 TidBITS Publishing Inc. Reuse governed by this Creative Commons
License: http://tidbits.com/terms/.
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